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Abstract 
The hydroxylation-dependent permeability of bilayer SiO2 supported on Ru(0001) was 
investigated by XPS and TDS studies in a temperature range of 100 K to 600 K. For this, the 
thermal behavior of Pd evaporated at 100 K, which results in surface and sub-surface (Ru-
supported) binding arrangements, was examined relative to the extent of pre-hydroxylation. 
Samples containing only defect-mediated hydroxyls showed no effect on Pd diffusion through 
the film at low temperature. If, instead, the concentration of strongly bound hydroxyl groups and 
associated weakly bound water molecules was enriched by an electron-assisted hydroxylation 
procedure, the probability for Pd diffusion through the film is decreased via a pore-blocking 
mechanism. Above room temperature, all samples showed similar behavior, reflective of particle 
nucleation above the film and eventual agglomeration with any metal-atoms initially binding 
beneath the film. When depositing Pd onto the same SiO2/Ru model-support via adsorption of 
[Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 from alkaline (pH 12) precursor solution, we observe notably different adsorption 
and nucleation mechanisms. The resultant Pd adsorption complexes follow established 
decomposition pathways to produce model-catalyst systems compatible with those created 
exclusively within UHV despite lacking the ability to penetrate the film due to the increased size 
of the initial Pd precursor groups. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Due to the versatile application of silicates across many fields, such as geology, 

microelectronics, energy conversion, and catalysis, bettering the fundamental understanding of 

such materials remains of great interest to the scientific community at large [1]. Recent 

developments allowing for the growth and detailed characterization of ultrathin silica films over 

various metal supports have opened new pathways to such information, as illustrated by several 

publications over the past decade [2-8].  

 

Of the many films developed, the two that stand out as the most widely studied variants are 

monolayer SiO2.5/Mo(112) and bilayer SiO2/Ru(0001) [2, 6]. In both cases, the film consists of 

corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahedra moieties joined together to create ordered, 6-membered, lateral 

honeycomb arrays with similar unit cell dimensions. While the thinner film self-terminates at a 

single monolayer due to strong Si-O-Mo bonds, the Ru supported film has been shown to adapt a 

decoupled and fully saturated bilayer structure, which may exist in either crystalline or 

vitreous phases with respect to the surface plane. For the latter, these phases typically coexist 

to varying degrees as separate domains within the bilayer films depending on the specific 

preparation conditions employed [9-11]. In the case of the vitreous domains, the presence of 

differently sized pores leads to the creation of membranes capable of selectively passing or 

blocking the diffusion of various atoms and molecules through the film depending on the presence 

or absence of silica rings larger than various permeation thresholds, as has been shown for various 

gases, like CO and D2 [12], and metal atoms, like Pd and Au [13, 14].  

 

While the development of silica films capable of acting like size, atomic, and/or molecular 

sieves has clear utilizations in a number of potential applications, the ability to reversibly tailor 

this characteristic in situ and better understand how it changes under various conditions are both 

likely to be of critical importance when optimizing the effect under varying environments when 

used in more applied settings. As shown previously, an ability to alternate between the 

crystalline and vitreous phases of the film could provide a means of tailoring its permeability 

towards various adsorbates [13], but this has unfortunately proven difficult to reliably control in 

practice and necessitates sample temperatures far above those practical for many potential 
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applications before bond rearrangement within the film becomes notable (≈1200K). By contrast, 

chemically controlled manipulation of surface termination, such as the creation or removal of 

hydroxyl groups, which have been shown to act as anchor sites for various metal species 

diffusing over other oxide supports [15, 16], may provide a better means of tailoring diffusion 

processes on and through the film under a wider range of conditions. While results from 

previous work demonstrated only limited hydroxyl formation at native defect sites following 

preparation and exposure to water vapor at low temperature [17], more recent research has 

provided a means of significantly increasing the number of hydroxyl groups created following a 

similar procedure in tandem with electron bombardment, which will be the main focus of a 

forthcoming publication [18]. Following this approach, we have explored the impact of hydroxyl 

groups in governing the adsorption, diffusion, and nucleation of Pd on and through the porous 

bilayer SiO2 membrane under a variety of conditions within ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and used the 

insights garnered from the conventional surface-science experiments to better understand the 

dynamics at play when producing model-systems under more industrially relevant conditions, such 

as adsorption of Pd onto silica from aqueous precursor solution. 

 

2. Experimental Details 

The experiments conducted for the present study were performed within a UHV chamber (base 

pressure 3×10-10 mbar) equipped with low energy electron diffraction (LEED; Specs, ErLEED), 

temperature programmed desorption (TPD; Pfeiffer Vacuum, QMG 220), and X-ray 

photoemission spectroscopy (XPS, Al Kα; Specs, XR50 Source and PHOIBOS 150 Detector). 

Sample temperature was measured using a K-type thermocouple that was spot-welded directly to 

the edge of the ruthenium crystal, which was controllably heated and cooled within a range 

from ~100 - 1500 K using a liquid nitrogen cooling reservoir housed within the sample 

manipulator and an electron bombardment filament positioned directly behind the crystal. 

In all cases, bilayer sheets of silica were produced over the Ru(0001) single-crystal, which was 

first cleaned by several cycles of Ar+-sputtering and UHV annealing using film growth parameters 

equivalent to those described elsewhere [11]. Briefly, the protocol consisted of evaporating 

~1.6×1015 atoms/cm2 Si onto preoxidized, 3O-(2×2)/Ru(0001) at T ≤ 150 K, and then 

annealing at T ≈ 1200 K in the presence of 2×10-6 mbar O2 before cooling the sample to ~400 

K within the same environment prior to restoring vacuum to allow for subsequent manipulation 
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and experimentation. As both cooling rate and Si coverage have been suggested to potentially 

impact the overall film quality, we employed the same cooling rate (1 K/sec) and relative Si 

concentrations (±5% via XPS analysis) in all preparations, which results in films exhibiting a 

mixture of both amorphous and crystalline phases within the 2D bilayer [8]. For brevity, such 

films will be referred to as SiO2/Ru throughout the remainder of this paper. 

 

Post film growth, both LEED and XPS characterization were employed in a manner consistent  

with that described elsewhere to ensure sample compatibility throughout the study [11]. Once 

created and characterized, the films were either used as is, or exposed to 5 L D2O at 100 K. 

For experiments aimed at producing larger hydroxyl coverages, the ice-covered samples were 

subsequently irradiated with a flux of high energy electrons (50 µA at 200 V) for 60 seconds. 

Within UHV, exposure to water was accomplished using a directional dosing tube positioned 

directly in front of the sample to reduce the residual exposure to the chamber, and the electron 

beam was generated using a thoriated tungsten filament positioned 2 cm from the sample 

surface. Notably, no peaks indicative of adventious contamination were detectable by XPS 

following electron bombardment. For TPD measurements, the sample was positioned directly in 

front of the skimmer cone encapsulating the differentially pumped mass spectrometer and heated 

at a rate of 9 K/sec. Within UHV, Pd was deposited over the various samples at 100 K using 

an electron beam evaporator (Omicron, EMT3), and fluxes were established with the aid of 

quartz micro-balance (Inficon, SQM-160) calibration, with resultant surface concentrations 

verified via XPS. It is noteworthy to point out that the XPS data reported herein show a 

systematic increase of 0.35 eV relative to previously reported results due to a recent 

recalibration of the electronics governing the hemispherical analyzer, such that the 3d5/2 binding 

energy (BE) measured from Pd(111) has shifted from a previous value of 335.05 eV to the 

current value of 335.4 eV. For simplicity, all subsequent discussions of Pd XPS will also focus on 

changes to the 5/2 components of the 3d doublet, as the relative effects on the corresponding 

3/2 components are identical, but separated from the larger peak by a fixed ∆BE shift of +5.26 

eV.  

 

Liquid-phase experiments were conducted by removing the air-stable SiO2/Ru samples from 

UHV through an argon-filled transfer-chamber and then exposing only the sample surface to 
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aqueous environments within a hanging meniscus configuration. Ion exchange deposition of Pd 

was accomplished by exposing the sample to 1000 ppm [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 for 1 hour within an 

aqueous solution of pH = 12 NaOH, which was chosen to be consistent with recipes reported 

elsewhere for the production of Pd/SiO2 catalytic materials [19-24]. Following liquid exposure, 

samples were blown dry in a flow of helium before reintroduction to the UHV system following 

placement within and subsequent evacuation of the transfer-chamber. 

 

3 Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Coverage Effects and Thermal Stability of Pd on SiO2/Ru 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Pd 3d XPS spectra are provided for SiO2/Ru samples covered with 0.05 ML Pd at 100 K and 
sequentially heated to 600 K in 100 K increments. (b) Pd 3d XPS spectra are provided for SiO2/Ru samples exposed 
to increasing coverages (0.05, 0.20, 0.50, and 1.00 ML) of Pd at 100 K. c) Schematic showing the interface and 
surface binding configurations of low coverage Pd on bilayer silica (left) and the effect of increasing coverage and 
temperature (right). 
 

As an extension of previous work dedicated to the characterization of small concentrations of Pd 

deposited on SiO2/Ru at low temperature [13, 25], we conducted a series of temperature-
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dependent XPS measurements consistent with that shown in Figure 1a for Pd coverages of 0.05 

(shown), 0.2, 0.5, and 1 ML (1 ML = 1.531015 Pd/cm2) deposited at 100 K. Consistent with 

previous results, two clearly resolved features appear when probing Pd 3d XPS following 

exposure to the smallest concentration at 100 K (bottom trace), which have been attributed to 

atoms that either nucleated to form small clusters on the SiO2 film (broader feature at 337.4 eV) 

or diffused through the pores of the film to bind at the underlying Ru interface (sharper feature at 

335.1 eV), see schematic shown in Figure 1c. Note that the curved background is attributed to a 

broad Ru feature present in the absence of Pd, and that this has been accounted for via 

comparison with uncovered SiO2/Ru samples. As more Pd is deposited over the film (Figure 1b), 

the likelihood of surface nucleation becomes increasingly probable, such that the relative 

abundance of silica-bound Pd grows steadily relative to that diffusing through the film, and this 

coincides with a growth in the average size of those clusters [13]. These trends are reflected in 

Figure 1b as a continual growth of the higher BE feature relative to its lower BE counterpart and 

a gradual shift of that feature to lower BE with smaller peak widths as Pd exposure increases, 

such that the contribution from Ru-bound Pd becomes essentially negligible and the peak 

location of the SiO2-bound Pd becomes more consistent with bulk metal at higher loadings [13].  

 

Interestingly, heating Pd-covered samples results in trends similar to those observed when 

increasing loading at low temperature. For the most extreme case (0.05 ML), we see little change 

in the Pd 3d spectrum upon heating to 200 K, indicating that the Pd structures formed following 

exposure at 100 K remain stable throughout that temperature range. By contrast, we note 

downward BE shifts associated with the silica-bound particles above 300 K, which reflects 

mobilization of Pd in this temperature range to result in progressively larger supported clusters 

[13, 26, 27]. As this trend continues at higher temperatures, the Pd eventually ends up in a state 

virtually equivalent to that formed when exposing the sample to 1 ML at 100 K, such that the 

two components are no longer distinguishable and produce a single 3d5/2 XPS feature centered at 

~335.6 eV. Notably, the peak convergence appears to result at least partially from the 

disappearance of the lower BE feature, which suggests that the silica-bound cluster growth 

includes some degree of interaction with Ru-bound atoms to increase their measured BEs (i.e. 

particle agglomeration includes some degree of diffusion into or out of the silica pores to either 

tether the supported clusters to the underlying metal or decouple those atoms initially binding 
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beneath the film from their Ru binding sites). While less drastic in terms of net peak shifts due to 

the increasing dominance of larger supported clusters at lower temperatures, the same general 

behavior was also observed for all other coverages probed as a function of temperature. 

 

3.2 Electron Bombardment Effects on SiO2 Hydroxylation 

Due to its fully saturated siloxane-terminated (Si-O-Si) structure the SiO2 bilayer film is 

inherently hydrophobic, with very low propensity for spontaneous hydroxylation, as demonstrated 

by the results of previous work aimed at investigating the degree and nature of hydroxyl 

groups forming upon exposure to water vapor under various UHV conditions [17]. In that case, the 

only condition that resulted in detectable hydroxylation was exposure to water at low temperature 

(<150 K) and subsequent thermal desorption of the condensed ice layers. TPD results from such a 

sample, where multilayer equivalents of D2O were dosed at 100 K and subsequently desorbed 

by heating to 200 K, are provided in the lower trace in Figure 2. 

 

Upon close inspection, three distinct features may be distinguished in this spectrum, with peaks 

at ~250 K, 450 K and 900 K. The peak position of the lower temperature features is consistent 

with those attributed to desorption of free water (250 K) and sub-monolayer physisorbed water 

(450 K) in different hydrogen bonding configurations over amorphous silica particles [28]. By 

contrast, our previous study of this film has shown that the higher temperature peak results from the 

recombinative desorption of water initially bound as hydroxyls, most likely in the form of isolated 

silanols [17]. Given the relatively low concentration of water desorbing in this feature, consistent 

with at most 1 [OH] per every 100 surface Si atoms, it has been suggested that such hydroxyls 

form exclusively at defect sites, with subsequent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies 

conducted over monolayer SiO2.5/Ru showing a preference for the junction nodes of three non-

equivalent polygons within the silica framework [29].  

 

As the defect concentration within bilayer SiO2 films tends to be low and difficult to control 

without the addition of dopants or variation in the nature of the supporting metal substrate [30, 

31], alternative methods have been sought out to controllably manipulate hydroxylation in situ 

without permanently altering the sample, and electron bombardment of the ice-covered film 

has proven to provide a suitable means of accomplishing this. While a more detailed study aimed at 
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better elucidating the mechanism by which this occurs is intended for subsequent publication [18], 

comparison of the upper and lower plots in Figure 2, for which this procedure was and, 

respectively, was not employed, provides direct evidence of the effect. 

The most obvious difference between the TPD taken from the electron-bombarded sample and 

its non-irradiated counterpart is the emergence of a new desorption feature at 1070 K, which 

suggests the presence of a new hydroxyl species, most likely resulting from the breaking of 

siloxane bonds within the previously defect-free portions of the film. Interestingly, the size, 

shape, and position of the peak relating to recombination of defect-mediated hydroxyl groups, 

which is located at 860 K in D2O TPD from pristine SiO2/Ru, remains roughly unchanged 

following electron bombardment, suggesting that this procedure does not significantly affect the 

formation of these species within our range of conditions. The increased energy needed to desorb 

the electron bombardment-induced hydroxyls at 1070 K is indicative of isolated silanols with 

greater OH-OH separation relative to those forming thermally at defects [28].  

 

 
Figure 2. TPD spectra are provided for SiO2/Ru samples exposed to 5L D2O at 100 K and then either exposed (red 
trace) or not exposed (black trace) to a flux of high-energy electrons (50 µA; 200 V) for a duration of 60 seconds. 
 

At lower temperatures, we note peaks at 300 K and 450 K, albeit with much greater intensity than 

for the non-bombarded case. In addition, we now also clearly observe a high-energy desorption 

tail extending to temperatures beyond those expected for desorption of hydrogen-bonded water 

[28]. Some portion of the signal detected within this range of intermediate temperatures (550-

800 K) most likely results from desorption of (hydrogen-bonded) vicinal OH groups, the 

presence of which may also account for the formation of some of the isolated silanols 
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subsequently desorbing at higher temperatures [28]. While quantitative disentanglement of the 

features relating to desorption of vicinal hydroxyls and hydrogen-bonded water is not readily 

achievable from our single spectrum, the largest changes to the D2O TPD clearly relate to the 

desorption of additional physisorbed water molecules following electron beam exposure. As 

electron bombardment clearly results in a significantly increased abundance of hydroxyl groups 

at the silica surface, the corresponding increase in the number of water molecules hydrogen-

bonded to these moieties is not surprising, and to the extent that the amount of water desorbing in 

these features is more than twice the number desorbing from the higher temperature features, 

the number of water molecules binding per hydroxyl might exceed one. 

 

3.3 Effect of Water Adsorption and Electron Bombardment on Pd Permeability 

 

To investigate the extent to which electron bombardment-induced hydroxylation processes affect 

the resultant porosity of bilayer SiO2/Ru, we conducted a series of experiments using Pd adsorption 

to probe changes in these characteristics relative to 5 different sample preparation protocols, 

which consisted of: (a) condensation of multilayer D2O ice at 100 K, (b) electron bombardment 

of samples equivalent to those in (a) at 100 K, (c) thermal desorption of the electron-bombarded 

ice- layer via heating samples consistent with (b) to 200 K (equivalent to the procedure employed 

to create the sample used to generate the upper plot in Figure 2), (d) thermal desorption of the non-

bombarded ice layer via heating samples consistent with (a) to 200 K (equivalent to the 

procedure employed to create the sample used to generate the lower plot in Figure 2), and (e) 

preservation of the pristine, uncovered silica film (equivalent to the samples used to produce the 

temperature-dependent XPS plots in Figure 1. As a means of indirectly tracking the variation 

in surface mobility relative to these preparation conditions, we collected Pd 3d XPS data 

from samples covered with 0.05, 0.20, 0.50, and 1.0 ML at temperatures ranging from 100 - 600 K 

in increasing increments of 100 K. For reference, representative data is again provided for the 

most sensitive dose (0.05 ML) following each of the five preparation conditions (a-e) at 100 and 

200 K in Figure 3. 

Starting with the ice-covered sample at 100 K (Figure 3a), we note the distinct absence of the 

feature previously noted at 335.1 eV for pristine SiO2/Ru covered with the same concentration 

of Pd at this temperature (Figure 3e). Given the sub-silica designation of the atoms resulting in 
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this peak, its absence when dosing samples completely covered with multiple layers of ice is not 

surprising due to the physical barriers impeding the diffusion of Pd to, and then through, the 

silica film. The solitary broad peak centered at 338.0 eV is, therefore, indicative of binding 

and nucleation of a distribution of small Pd aggregates and atoms above the ice-layer, where 

reduced final-state screening is expected to result in the observed increased BE relative to bulk 

reference samples, like Pd(111). After heating this sample to 200 K, and thereby removing the 

bulk of the physisorbed D2O, we note a downward shift to 336.6 eV, which is more consistent 

with the peak position associated with Pd supported over pristine SiO2/Ru in this temperature 

range (see Figure 1). To the extent that we do not see significant growth of the lower BE 

feature, we may conclude that Pd nucleation and hydroxylation, sufficient to fully impede 

subsequent diffusion of metal atoms through the silicate, must occur prior to ice-layer 

desorption. Furthermore, the peak broadening noted when transitioning across this temperature 

range is most likely indicative of dehomogenization in some combination of the size and chemical-

state distributions of the silica-bound Pd remaining on the surface following ice removal. 

 

 

Figure 3. Pd 3d XP spectra are provided at 100 K (left) and 200 K (middle) for five different sample preparation 
conditions (schematically shown on the right). The specific conditions employed following SiO2/Ru growth and 
characterization were: (a) exposure to 5L D2O at 100K and subsequent deposition of Pd at the same temperature; (b) 
exposure to 5L D2O at 100K, electron-bombardment, and subsequent deposition of Pd at the same temperature; (c) 
exposure to 5L D2O at 100 K, electron-bombardment at the same temperature, and subsequent UHV annealing to 
200 K prior to deposition of Pd at 100 K; (d) exposure to 5L D2O at 100K, and subsequent UHV annealing to 200 K 
prior to deposition of Pd at 100 K; and (e) deposition of Pd directly over the pristine film. 
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When electron bombarding the ice-layer prior to Pd adsorption (Figure 3b), we note several 

changes relative to the non-bombarded case. Most notably, we can no longer fit the XPS 

spectrum using a single 3d line shape, which indicates the binding of different types of Pd on 

this sample. Of the two largest features, one appears above (BE = 339.5 eV) and the other 

below (BE = 337.2 eV) the BE noted in the lower plot for D2O-supported Pd (Figure 3a). 

Based on qualitative agreement with previous results on other oxide supports [16], the appearance 

of the higher BE feature is tentatively assigned to the emergence of Pd in an oxidized chemical-

state via interaction with newly formed OH radicals [32], although D2, O2, and D2O2 are also 

expected to be generated within the ice-layer during exposure to high-energy electrons (D2 was 

readily observed in subsequent TPDs from such samples) [33]. The second peak shifting to 

slightly lower BE relative to the ice-bound case might simply reflect electron-stimulated 

desorption of the ice multilayers, such that the non-hydroxylated Pd ends up in a state closer to 

that of SiO2- rather than D2O-supported clusters. This notion is supported by the inclusion of a 

small peak at 335.1 eV, which suggests some degree of accessibility to the pores within the SiO2 

film, and time-dependent LEED experiments conducted at 200 eV over equivalent amorphous ice-

covered samples, which gradually sharpen to reveal the underlying SiO2/Ru pattern as a function 

of e- exposure (i.e. suggestive of ice-layer desorption). Regardless of the exact nature of the 

various Pd species giving rise to the primary features, what is clear is that nearly all of the Pd is 

again blocked from penetrating the pores within the silica film when dosed over this sample. 

While we do note some degree of additional pore penetration when heating this sample to 200 K, 

as evidenced by growth of the peak component at 335.1 eV, most of the Pd again remains bound 

in some manner to the silica film following full multilayer D2O thermal desorption. Based on the 

growth of the 337.3 eV feature at the expense of the higher BE peak (at 339.5 eV in the 100K 

spectrum), we conclude that much of the initially oxidized Pd is reduced via some combination 

of dehydration, dehydroxylation, and further particle nucleation within this temperature range. 

 

Since the extent to which incomplete electron-stimulated desorption may leave behind residual, 

Pd-SiO2 interaction blocking, multi-layer ice barriers cannot be directly ascertained in the previous 

case (Figure 3b), samples prepared in the next experiment (Figure 3c) were created in the same 

manner, but first heated to 200 K to fully desorb the ice multilayers before loading Pd. Indeed, 

fully removing the amorphous ice blocking layer results in greater access to the pores within 
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the film, as reflected by the presence of a well-defined low BE peak attributed to Ru-bound atoms 

at 335.1 eV. Nonetheless, the peak ratio between the higher and lower BE features, which greatly 

favors the former, tells us that interactions with oxide-bound water and hydroxyl groups do 

significantly increase the likelihood of metal nucleation and binding over the silica film relative to 

equivalent samples created by depositing Pd on the pristine film (Figure 3e). 

 

Unlike the previous examples, heating this sample to 200 K results in virtually no changes to the 

XPS, which further substantiates the idea that the effects noted in the other cases are directly 

correlated to changes in the nature of Pd atoms initially bound over multilayers of ice as those 

layers disappear from the surface (i.e. decreased chemical interaction with various species present 

within the ice-layer and further diffusion and nucleation into new binding arrangements over the 

oxide film). Perhaps not surprisingly, when conducting the same experiment in the absence of the 

electron bombardment step (Figure 3d), which results in comparatively negligible concentrations 

of hydroxyls and surface-bound water (see Figure 2), we note very little difference relative to 

XPS spectra obtained after depositing equivalent doses of Pd over pristine samples (Figure 3e). 

Furthermore, we again note little change in XPS between 100 and 200 K, further indicating 

that, once formed, Ru- and silica-bound Pd species remain stable within this range of 

temperatures, independent of the sub-monolayer pre-adsorbed hydroxyl and molecular water 

concentrations. 

 

In terms of permeability, the results in Figure 3 can be broken down into three distinct groups 

based on the relative abundance of atoms binding at Ru sites as a function of preparation 

condition. To help visualize differences between these groups, the relative contribution of the 

Ru-bound peak (335.1 eV) to the overall Pd 3d XPS spectrum has been plotted vs. temperature 

(from 100 to 600 K) in Figure 4 for each of the conditions previously discussed. As already 

pointed out, the various preparation conditions result in three distinctly different surface 

characteristics at low temperature, which may be described as porous (d and e), semi-porous 

(c), and non-porous (a and b). Interestingly, while the hydroxylated film (c) results in a greater 

propensity for silica-localized binding and nucleation upon low-temperature adsorption, the 

subsequent thermally induced modifications show the same qualitative trends in every case (i.e. 

consistent with the trends in Figure 1), such that surface diffusion processes result in the gradual 
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growth of larger supported clusters above 300 K and an eventual convalescence with sub-surface 

Pd at temperatures exceeding 500 K. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. left: The annealing temperature dependence of the portion of Pd confined at the Ru interface (the relative 
intensity of the XPS feature at 335.1 eV) is plotted for each of the five conditions (a-e) described in Figure 3. The 
schematic on the right illustrates the Pd binding characteristics found for the different conditions, which result in non-
porous (a,b), semi-porous (c) and porous (d,e) states of the silica film with respect to Pd diffusion. 
 

In an attempt to disentangle the roles played by the various hydroxyl groups and the hydrogen-

bonded water molecules associated with them, an additional set of experiments were conducted 

with pre-hydroxylated samples heated to different temperatures prior to Pd adsorption (Figure 

5). As expected, heating below 300 K, which is below the desorption threshold for silica-

bound molecular water, has no effect on the permeability of the samples (Figure 5a). By 

contrast, pre-annealing temperatures from 300 to 650 K (Figure 5b and 5c), which span a range 

covering the full desorption of physisorbed water molecules and partial removal of vicinal 

hydroxyls, do affect this characteristic, such that the samples become steadily more permeable 

with increasing temperature. In fact, samples prepared by annealing previously electron-

bombarded ice-covered samples to 650 K (Figure 5c) result in Pd adsorption behavior that is 

essentially indistinguishable from the porous films (Figure 3d and 3e). While any potential role of 

vicinal hydroxyl groups is difficult to surmise, the results of this work show a clear dependence 

on the concentration of hydroxyl-bound molecular water, even before the expected onset for 

vicinal OD recombination, and from that correlation, we conclude that the molecular D2O 

species are predominantly responsible for limiting Pd diffusion through the film; most likely via 
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simple pore blockage. This result is in stark contrast with those obtained for Pd adsorption over 

MgO thin films [16], where strong Pd-OD anchoring interactions greatly influenced the 

subsequent thermal diffusion and nucleation of Pd initially deposited on hydroxylated vs. non-

hydroxylated supports. On MgO, the interaction of Pd and OD is of a redox-type, leading to Pd 

oxidation and D2 evolution [16]. Although D2 desorption has been observed from the Pd-loaded 

hydroxylated silica samples as well, in this case the source of D2 are D atoms created during the 

electron bombardment step in the D2O ice layer, which diffuse out of the ice layer to the silica 

surface and Ru-silica interface and get trapped on Pd particles upon subsequent Pd deposition 

(see Supporting Information). 

 

 
Figure 5. Pd 3d XP spectra of 0.05 ML Pd deposited on hydroxylated SiO2/Ru, which has been prepared by 
adsorption of 5 L D2O at 100 K, followed by electron bombardment and subsequent annealing to a) 200 K, b) 300 
K, and c) 650 K. 
 

3.4 Comparisons with solution-based Pd deposition via [Pd(NH3)4]
2+ adsorption 

 

Highly dispersed Pd particles find widespread use in a number of silica-supported reaction 

systems [19-24, 34-43], with many of those prepared via impregnation of silicas with Pd salts 

(chloride, nitrate) or adsorption of Pd complexes (acetate, ammine). For the latter, several studies 

have been conducted to characterize the adsorption, decomposition, nucleation, and activation of 

ligand-coordinated Pd precursor species brought into contact with high surface-area silicas 

within aqueous environments [21, 22, 24]. While an ion-exchange mechanism has previously 

been suggested to dominate the interaction of ammine-complexes with the silica support, more 

recent work favors an interpretation based upon strong electrostatic adsorption [24].  
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For this work, we have employed exposure to 1000 ppm [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 within pH 12 NaOH 

aqueous solution for a period of one hour to attain comparative results from our model bilayer 

SiO2/Ru(0001) support. The selected alkalinity falls on the higher end of the range commonly 

used within more applied settings and was chosen to provide large enough [OH-] concentration 

to generate significant quantities of silanol sites, which are needed to facilitate adsorption of the 

dissolved [Pd(NH3)4]
2+ moieties, without resulting in significant dissolution-induced film 

degradation [44] . That being said, the goal of this work was not optimization of the adsorption 

process to best suit our model-support but, instead, to use the well-defined nature of our 

simplified material to provide a platform to better characterize the Pd deposition, nucleation and 

particle formation dynamics in a manner capturing the full range of overall complexities 

expected to coexist during the generation of more-applied materials under similar conditions. 
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Figure 6. Pd 3d (a) and N 1s (b) XP spectra are provided as a function of condition following SiO2/Ru exposure to 
1000 ppm [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 pH 12 NaOH precursor solution for 1 hour at room temperature. Comparison of the higher 
BE, lower BE, and total Pd 3d peak intensities relative to that collected for N 1s as a function of post-deposition 
sample treatment. 

 

To track the condition-dependent evolution of Pd remaining on the surface following our 

solution-based deposition, we have generated Figure 6, which shows the Pd 3d (Figure 6a) and N 

1s (Figure 6b) XPS regions along with their comparative peak intensities (Figure 6c) throughout 

a sequence of treatments typical during precursor transformation and activation processes 

employed when generating applied analogues of our model-catalyst system. Starting with the 

sample immediately following exposure to the aqueous precursor solution (i), we note clear 

signals indicative of both N and two types of Pd at respective BEs of 400.6, 339.0, and 337. 5 

eV, which provides clear evidence of interaction between the aqueous precursor and the SiO2/Ru 

model-support. While detailed direct interpretation of the peak locations in the absence of 

significant supporting information is dubious due to undetermined charging and final-state 

contributions, all Pd and N species appear to initially adsorb within cationic chemical-state 

configurations based on first-order approximations arising from simplified initial-state 

comparisons with literature data [45]. Such a finding is qualitatively consistent with results from 

previous investigations  of the interaction of  [Pd(NH3)4]
2+ with silica gels, which suggest Pd2+ 

configurations following liquid exposure [21-23] . While [Pd(NH3)4]
2+ groups are expected to 

adsorb as fully intact coordination spheres at pHs above 10.5 [21, 22], the presence of two 

distinct Pd XPS features may suggest some degree of ligand liberation or substitution during the 

brief drying period prior to insertion within the sample-transfer and UHV chambers. Supporting 

this assertion, washing the samples with several mL of pH neutral ultrapure water, which is 

known to result in H2O-NH3 ligand-exchange in tandem with Pd complex re-dissolution [21], 

leads to partial loss of both Pd 3d and N 1s XPS signals (i.e. precursor complex dissolution) and 

Pd peak shifts to lower BEs, which we tentatively assign to increasing H2O:NH3 ligand ratios 

surrounding the bound Pd2+ centers (Figure 6, (ii)). Consistent with this hypothesis, similar BE 

trends are noted within the literature when comparing various NH3-bound and O-bound Pd2+ 

centers [46]. Notably, we see no evidence of Pd film penetration, which we ascribe to the 

presence of the large ligand-spheres surrounding the Pd-centers that are also noted to result in 

high dispersion over higher surface-area silicates [19-23, 34-38].  
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After heating the washed samples to 400 K within UHV we note continued shifts of both Pd 3d 

features to lower BE (Figure 6, (iii)). Concomitant with these shifts, we also note a significant 

growth of the lower BE peak at the expense of the higher BE component. Following the peak 

assignments described above, this trend suggests a continued loss of NH3 ligands from the Pd2+ 

centers, which coincides with N 1s peak attenuations also noted following this treatment. 

Notably, the N 1s peak intensity falls to roughly half that noted immediately following 

deposition following this treatment, which is consistent with previous findings suggesting the 

presence of [(SiO)2]
2-[Pd(NH3)2]

2+ adsorption configurations following drying-induced precursor 

decomposition in similar environments [22]. While the slightly increased total Pd 3d signal 

intensity likely reflects decreased ligand-related attenuation resulting from (NH3) liberation, loss 

of carbonaceous species are also likely to play some role since C 1s signal (not shown) also 

shows significant reduction following this step. Note that while adventitious carbon 

contamination was unavoidable following liquid-UHV sample exchange, no other extraneous 

peak contributions (i.e. Na, Cl, etc.) could be detected following liquid exposure. 

 

To deal with unavoidable carbon species, which often poison interfacial active sites, most 

realistic catalyst preparations include an oxidation step to fully remove all remaining 

hydrocarbons via chemical combustion. In our case, this was done via exposure to 1000 L O2 at 

500 K (Figure 6, (iv)), which does result in complete loss of the C 1s peak contribution to the 

XPS spectrum. In addition, visual inspection of Figure 6 shows complete removal of N species 

following this step, which is again consistent with previous studies that suggest the formation of 

a combination of [(SiO)2]
2-Pd2+ and Pd0/SiO2 following similar treatment. Based on the Pd 3d 

peak coalescence/sharpening and BE reduction following exposure to high temperature reducing 

conditions, such as heating to 700 K in UHV (Figure 6, (v)) and dosing 1000 L H2 at 500 K 

(Figure 6, (vi)), we conclude that such treatment results in the conversion of any remaining Pd+ 

to Pd0 and some degree of Pd cluster growth via diffusion and nucleation processes, which is also 

consistent with findings from more applied-catalysis analogues under similar preparation 

conditions [22].  

 

Comparing the 3d XPS spectrum following the full sequence of treatments for the wet-

chemically deposited Pd (Figure 6) to those observed for various coverages of vacuum-deposited 
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Pd (Figure 1) at different temperatures we note total peak intensities consistent with 2% ML at 

a slightly higher final BE (335.7 eV). While subtle variations to Pd sensitivity and chemical-state 

due to variations in relative particle structures and the influence of undetectable quantities of 

coadsorbed species cannot be absolutely ruled out as potential contributing factors, we conclude 

that the small differences between these spectra instead reflect the presence of a lower coverage 

of more dispersed Pd0 particles following the liquid-based metal loading methodology. 

Consistent with this conclusion, we note nearly constant Pd sensitivity over a wide range of 

loadings (0.05-1.00 ML) in Figure 1b, indicating limited influence from structure-based 

attenuation effects, and CO TPD behavior (not shown) that is both qualitatively and 

quantitatively similar with the lowest coverage Pd/SiO2 sample created within UHV following 

the 600K annealing step (Figure 1a), suggesting the presence of chemically similar Pd 

nanoparticles with similar, but possibly somewhat higher, surface area-to-volume ratios (i.e. 

more dispersed). 

 

4. Conclusion 

 In this work we have demonstrated a means of readily controlling the surface termination 

of bilayer SiO2/Ru by varying the concentration of surface hydroxyls with an electron 

bombardment-mediated approach. Films created with larger hydroxyl concentrations also 

contained more hydrogen-bonded water (desorbing near room temperature), which resulted in 

decreased probabilities of Pd diffusion through the porous silica network at low temperatures. 

When heated to temperatures exceeding the threshold for molecular water desorption before 

dosing Pd, such effects were no longer noted, indicating that the more strongly bound hydroxyls 

likely play little role in influencing Pd diffusion or film permeability in the absence of these 

additional water species, which is in stark contrast to previous studies over other oxides, where 

hydroxyl groups have been shown to act as anchoring sites for Pd adsorption and nucleation [16]. 

Instead, the lower-temperature effects noted within this work more likely derive from physical 

constriction of the size and number of pores within the film by the presence of hydrogen-bonded 

water molecules. Independent of initial silica hydroxylation and Pd binding configuration 

distributions, all Pd/SiO2/Ru samples created within UHV coalesce into predominantly silica-

supported clusters of increasing size with increasing loadings and sample temperatures. When 

bringing Pd to the SiO2/Ru interface via adsorption of [Pd(NH3)4]
2+ ions from aqueous (pH 12) 
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solution, notably different adsorption behavior is observed, whereby large precursor complexes 

precluded Pd permeation through the film and subsequently experienced cumulative silicate-

confined decomposition and nucleation under increasingly aggressive environmental conditions 

and elevated temperatures within UHV. Similarities in XPS and CO TPD between samples 

created exclusively within UHV and via wet-chemical exposure to Pd precursor species establish 

the viability of this system for subsequent comparative studies under a wider range of conditions 

to explore the potential influences of a number of various additional aqueous parameters as a 

means of better informing more rational designs of future applied catalyst recipes. 
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D2-TPD spectra 

Figure S1 shows D2-TPD spectra taken from a clean silica film (black), hydroxylated silica (green), a 
hydroxylated silica film with 0.2 ML Pd deposited at 100 K (red), and a clean silica film with 0.2 ML Pd 
deposited at 100 K (blue). Hydroxylation was performed by electron bombardment of an ice (D2O) layer 
at 100 K as described in the main manuscript. The hydroxylated silica films were heated to 200 K prior to 
subsequent treatments in order to desorb the ice layer. 

 
Figure S1. D2-TPD spectra taken from various preparations: clean SiO2 film (black), b) hydroxylated SiO2 film 
(green), 0.2 ML Pd deposited on hydroxylated SiO2 film (red), and 0.2 ML Pd deposited on clean SiO2 film (blue). 
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First, we note that no D2 desorption is observed from preparations using non-hydroxylated silica films 
(without and with Pd; black and blue traces), which excludes any contributions from background 
adsorption in the TPD spectra from preparations using hydroxylated silica films. For hydroxylated silica, 
a strong D2 desorption signal peaking at 250-300 K is observed (green trace). This signal originates from 
D atoms, which are created by electron-stimulated reactions in the ice layer and subsequently diffuse to 
the silica-ice and Ru-silica interfaces, where they are trapped. When Pd is deposited onto the 
hydroxylated silica film, the intensity of the main D2 desorption signal decreases and a new D2 desorption 
peak emerges at 450 K. This result suggests that the more loosely bound D atoms trapped at the interfaces 
diffuse to, and get adsorbed on the Pd particles, where they are more strongly bound and desorb at 450 K. 
Any redox reaction between Pd atoms/particles and OD groups, which would also result in D2 desorption 
at elevated temperature, appears to be unlikely, since no parallel Pd oxidation was observed in XPS. 

 

 


